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The Debye Scattering Equation is use1 to caJ.culate X-ray 
diffraction patterns of extremely small crystallites composed 
of a few tens to a few hundred unit cells. Lhave used the 
computer to perform the immense number of calculations involved 
and to plot the results. By varying crystallite dimensions, i.e. 
the shape of the crystallite, calculated peak intensities for 
certain powder lines depart from expected relative strengths. 
A shift- of KA values for some peaks can also be observed. An_ 
attempt to correlate peak intensity with 1/dhKI values ends 
with contradictoey results. 
~ ~-... SCATTERING OF X-RAYS ~-AN INTRODUCTION TO THE DEBYE ,; EQUATION {AFTER AZAROFF,pp.87,88,16l-174) 
Consider an unpolarized monochromatic X-ray beam encountering 
an electron at point O, as shown in Fig. 1. The average 
magnitude of the resultant electric field of the transverse wave 
at some point P (in the yz plane) is 
~ :=Co e; 1+cos p -t 1' ( 2.d,. ) 
Vp- r2m2 c·t_ 2 
where C ;::electric vector 
. e, =cha1:.ge of an electron 
m:::::mass of an electron 
c =velocity of light 











The intensity of the beam I=( c/ 47nf} measures the energy 
crossing unit area per unit time. Multiplying (1-1) by c/4lr 
will give Thomson's equation: 
2 
Ie,cior~~c-t (1-1-cof P) ( 1-2) 
where I is the intensity of coherent scattering by one 
electron. 
The ratio of the amplitude of the wave scattered by an atom 
and the amplitude of the wave scattered by an electron is 
called the atomic scattering factor, f=:a or Ea:::fEe,J• (1-3) 
~ 
Squaring equation ( 1-.3) and mu1 tipying both sides by c/ 4'/r 
results with Ia=f2 I~, wh~re Ia is the intensity of coherent 
scattering by· an atom. Equation ( 1-4) expresses this intensity· 
in electron uni ts ( eu) •. 
Ia ~ I eu = I<?.J :::. f (1-4) 
Let: ~n be the interatomic vector (i.e. the difference 
vector between the radius vectors of atoms m and n compared to 
\ 
3 
the origin atom), So the unit vector in the incident ray 
direction, and S the unit vector of the diffracted ray. (see 
Fig. 2.) The phase difference between the X-rays scattered by 
the atom ma distance Rm from the origin atom can be expressed 
by e< 2~i/~)(S-So)•Rm, where e is the exponential function and 
i_is the square root of ~1. The total intensity scattered by 
all the atoms relative to the origin atom is the sum of the 
intensity scattered_by each atom. The atoms, drawn as circles 
in Fig. 2, are considered to be in a gas. Each atom in the gas 
cou1d have been the origin. This leads to the double summation 
Ieu ==L tf f e( 27ri/'A) (S-So). r"'" 
m n m " (1-5) 
or, alternately 
Ieu = fu hf.., f. eiKr,.,, cos ¢ (1-6) 
where the dot product has been resolved, K::: 47rsre , and¢ is 









Equation (1-6) is an accurate expression for the intensity at 
one instant in time. Averaging (1-6) over time (Azaroff,p.174) 
gives 
Ieu = fu ~f~ fn sit.Krn-1n ( 1-7) 
mn 
Equation (1-7) is c~led the Debye scattering equation, which 
·is an expression :for the time averaged immodified intensity in 
electron units :from an array of atoms which takes all orien-
tations in space. This equation involves only the magnitudes of 
the distances, rmn, of each atom :from every other atom. The 
Debye scattering equation can be applied to any :form of matter 
in which there is a random orientation. This includes gasses, 
liquids, amorphous solids and crystalline powders (Warren,p.116) • 
• Application to powder patterns can be obtained by considering 
each crystallite as a molecule. The unmodified intensity· per 
crystal. is given by 
Ieu/Nf2= L L sin (KAr""'"') 
m n KArt'l'\I'\ (1-8) 
where A is the·cell edge in the Isometric system and N equals 
the number of crystals in the sample. The celi edge is equ,.al to 
one :for my study. I:f only one typ:e of atom is considered then 
ftY\fn= f 2 • If the like rYt\t, terms of the expansion are collected as 
r1, Fri is the number of times this distance occurs in a given 




The utility of this latter form of equation (1-8) is realized 
when the number of calculations involved in the two :forms is 
compared with computer tim~. However, treatment of crystallites 
containing more than a thousand atoms demands excessive CPU 
time. See Appendix E. 
THE CQMRUTER PROGRAM 
This program can be divided into three parts. 
1. Generation and storage of the atomic coordinates, 
2. Calculation of the interatomic distances and 
collection of the unique distances and the number 
of times each distance occurs, 
3. Computing the Debye scattering equation. 
Genera~inn and Storage of Atomic Coordinates 
~ .... ,.. Several items must be decided before calculation of the 
coordinates can begin, the first of which is the lattice type. 
Only the Isometric system is considered in this ·study, so there 
is a ·chqice of three Bravais lattice types. The primitive 
isometric, which I have designated PI, has eight atoms in the 
unit cell.. The body-centered cubic (BC-C:).has nine atoms in the 
unit: cell. The face-centered cubic (FCC) has :fourteen atoms in 
the unit cell. The number of lattice points per PI unit cell, 
BCC unit celi and FCC unit cell is' . one, two, and four respective-
ly. The position Qf any lattice point in a cell may be given in 
terms of its coordinates. For each of these lattice types the 
o~igin waschosen as a corner atom. The body-centering trans-
lations, 000 and~~½, 811d the f~ce-centering translations, 000, 
O~~, ½.O~, ~!iO, give ·the coordinates o:f the lattice points which 
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can be used to construct the respective crystal. Addition of a 
set of integral. coordinates (e.g. 100 or 121 L will. give the 
coordinates of equival.ent points in different unit cells. These 
lattice points represent centers of atoms composing the crys~~s 
in my study. The points choosen to be acted on by integral 
coordinates in the three lattice types considered are: 
PI 000 
BCC 000, ~~~ 
Fee ooo, o~~, ~o~, ~~o 
These coordinates are supplied on data cards located after the 
/ /GO.DAT:A DD * · card. The number of lattice points in a unit 
celI is designated by the constant AUN. The crystallite is 
"bui1 t't by addition of integral coordinates in the x-, y-, and 
z-directions. The generated atomic coordinates are stored in 
arrays to be used in the next part of the program. 
Calculating the Unique_ Interatomic Distances and Their Freguencies 
The interatomic distances are calculated by computjng the 
distance between every atom in the crystallite to every other 
atom including itself. These values are not stored since they are 
not needed after they are calculated. Each distance is tested 
for uniqueness after it is c_alculated. An array labelled UNQDIS 
stores the values of unique distances. Another array, FRQDIS, · 
records the nu.~ber of times that a unique distance is repeated. The 
,~ of array UNQDIS equals the quantity Q in equation (1-9). 
. -
A particular element in array UNQDIS represents r in the same 
equation. Fr in equation (1-9) is represented by an element 
7 
in array FRQDIS. 
The number of unique distances may be only six, as is the 
case for a 1 X 1 X 1 FCCT crystal1ite, or as many as 342 for the 
1 X 4 X 18 FCC crystallite. A value of 500 is used in the 
program for the size of arrays UNQDIS and FRQDIS to avoid 
changing dimensions with a change of cell sizeo It is this part 
of the program that uses the most CPU time, so any time limita-
tions must be considered carefully (see Appendix E). Shown 
below are formulas to calculate the total number of atoms in a 
"smooth surface" isometric crystal of any shape or size for · 
each of the lattice types. NX is the number of unit cell repeti-
tions in the x-axis direc.tion, and similarly for NY and NZ in 
they- and z-axis directions respectively. 
FCC· (NX+1) (NY+1) (NZ+1) 
+ (NX) (NY)(NZ+1) 
. + (NX) (NY+1) (NZ') 
+ (NX+1J (NY)(!'TZ) 
.. 
total_ number of atoms 
BCC- (NX+1) (NY+1) (NZ+1) 
+. (NX)(NY)(NZ) 
total number of atoms 
PI (NX+1) (NY+1\}(NZ+1) = total number of atoms 
Computing the Debye Scattering Equation 
In order to reduce the number of calculations it is pre~err-
able to use the Debye scattering equation as it appears in 
equation (1-9) •. ~is s~e equation was used by Warren. My plot 
of the intensity distribution pattern of a 1 X 1 X 1 FCC 
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thirteen FCG powder lines are indicated. The correlation is 
very close to the plots shown in Warren (p.119) and Hofmann 
(p. 23). 
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KA values are calculated at 0.1 increments to increase the 
accuracy of' locating peaks, A t~ly of' peaks is. k~pt 1:lY 
comparing each intensity to those ~t the previous and subsequent 
KA values. This p~rt of the program is very similar to that in 
Hofmann (1976) which he wrote for a similar study. His·system 
worke~ wel~ so I made only minor modifications. I concentra~~d 
on developing the f'irst two parts of' this program. 
The data may be printed out by either- lin_eprint.er:;or:.-:card 
punch. To use the plotting routines that I have ~orm:ul.ated 
(Appendix A), KA and Intensity values are punched on cards for 
use as data entries. Storing these values on cards avoids 
having to repeat the calculations for use in further operations 
(plotting) or for comparison with other data. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Four general crystal.lite shapes were chosen :for study. They· 
·' 
are listed in Table 1. Plots of the intensity distribution 
patterns for these f'ive crystallites _a~e ~h0\!11 in Figures 4 
through 8. The positions of the first twenty-one FCC powder 
lines are indicated. Multiplicity factors are used to compare 
relative intensities of the powder lines for a crystal of very 
large size. {Shpwn -.in Appendix D are some hkl indices correspond-
ing to various KA values for an infinite crystal for comparison 
10 
Number Number of different Shape Dimensions of atoms unique distances 
Equant 5x5x5 666 98 
Lathlike 1x4x18 500 342 
Lathlike 2x2x20 513 277 
Tabular 1x8x8 434 156 
Rod.like 1x1x25 230 150 
Table 1. Comparison of crystallites 
with the peaks on my patterns of small crystallites. The-
. . . 2 2 2. 
e.quation KA= 2?T(h +k +I ) was used to relate µ and hki. See 
½pendix C for derivation of this relationship. 
It is impo:ri.tant to notice that although the Deby.e scattering . 
equation does not make use of the structure factor directly, 
. ; ~ ·"'i!,..,,.. :.~.... • 
only the peaks that would .be expected to appear for a chosen 
lattice type do appear in the plots. Plots of a 6x6x6 BCC 
crystaJ.li~e and a 7x7x7 PI crystallite are shown in Figures 9 
and 10 for comparison with the 5x5x5 FCC plot. The plots are·in 
terms of Ieu/Nf2. and the general variable E;A. 
. A decline in intensity wi ~h increasing KA i~ apparent in 
every patt~rn. The reason for this is not obvious and requires 
closer study of the role of the Debye scattering equation (1-7). 
Equation (1-7) defines the intensity of scattering by a very 
small crystallite (less than 10-~cm.) as a func~ion of the 
scattering direction expressed in terms of the direction of 
incidence of the X-ray beam (proportional to K) and the structure 
of the crystal which is related tor. Maximum values occur when 
Figure 4. 
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the three Laue equations are satisfied, or when 
K- 4?rsin e _ '27r-Vh2 + k 2 + 12 
- t\ - A (1-10) 
where A is the unit cell length for an isometric crystal.(See 
Appendix C for derivation of (1-10).) When h.2+k2+12 does not 
. . 
equal a whole number then an intensity less than the maximum 
results. The positions of the peaks (on the KA scale) are 
. det-ermined ·by the positions of the atoms in the the unit cell~ 
represented in equation ( 1-9) by r.1, Fr1, and Q. It would seem 
then that the resultant amplitude in the scattering direction 
from a small crystallite is the sum of the contributions from 
the unit cells with the phase differences taken into account. 
The phase difference from the contributions of the unit cells 
_expre~sed as a time averaged value is 
. e ( 27Ti/?J ( S-So) •Rm= eiKr ... "cos ¢= sin Krrno 
Krm" . 
This caJ.culation is done by Azaroff (p.174). Using the Debye 
scattering equation in the form that it appears in equations 
(1-8) and (1-9) will result in a decrease in "intensity" with 
an increase in KA, beca~se the "intensity" is the actual 
intensity divided by the square of the atomic scattering factor 
· which is itself affected by the scattering direction. Also, as 
Kr~n increases, the expression si~r~:mn deceases in value. 
However, even though there is a decline in intensity with 
an increase in KA, when a small range of KA values is considered 
the ratio of the peak intensities of the reflections maintain 
their expected relations. Hofmann (1976) came to a similar 
• 
19 
conclusion. For example, the 111 reflection (at KA 10.88) with 
a multiplicity (p) of 8 is a little high~r than the 200 
reflection (at 12.57) with p equal to 6. Also, the 220 reflection 
(at 17.77) with p 12 is a little less than the 311 reflection 
(at 20.84) with p 24. These two examples are from equant-shaped 
cells, but by varying the crystallite shape from equant different 
intensity ratios can be produced. 
Figures 11,12 and 13 show four different crystallites 
compared over three liffiited KA ranges. Zachariasen (p.103) 
showed that the intensity associated with the diffracted wave 
decreases with decreasing crystal size. This is verified by 
these figures. 
KAValues ~ to 16.0 (Fig •. 11) 
• , The intensity of the 111 reflec~ion is greater than that for 
• 
the 200 reflection in the 5x5x5 pattern. This is the predicted 
relation. But f_or every other crystal.ii te shape the 111_ peak 
intensity is less than the intensity of the 200 peak. This seems 
contradictory until the intensity for the reflection is 
integrated for the area under the curve~ When this is done the 
total power of the 111 reflection is greater than that for the 
200 reflection. This restores th~ normal relations. of the peaks. 
Tables 2 and.3 were prepared to compare selected peak locations, 
r and Fr values for the crystallites. If 1/dhkl values are 
represented by r values, then relative peak intensities may 
correspond to the presence or lack of r v~ues and the number of 
times this value (as a,distance) occurs in the crystallite. The 
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r values corresponding to the 1 / dhkf values for the 111 and 200 
reflections are present for all five crystallites but the 
ratios of the Fr values vary from crystallite to crystallite. 
These variations may account for the reversal of 111 and 200 
peak intensities. The slight shift to lesser KA values of the 
111 peak for the 1x4x18 and 1x8x8 patterns will be discussed 
later in this thesis. 
KA_ Values 23.0 to 30.0 (Fig. 12) 
Of greatest interest in comparing the patterns in this range 
is the beginning of resolution of the 331 and 420 reflections 
by the 1x8x8 (tabular) pattern and to a lesser extent by the 
1x4x18 (lathlike) pattern. The resolution of the peaks must be 
caused by some particular arrangement of the unit cells. The 
• 331 peak that is beginning to be resolved in the 1x4x18 and 
• 
1x8x8 plots does not appear as a peak in Table 2. The 420 p-eak 
does appear near the calculated value· of 28.10 in the two patterns. 
In the other three crystallites these two peaks are not resolved 
but combined as one peak at an intermediate KA value of 
approximately 27.8. Table 3 shows that the r value which 
corresponds to the 1/dhk\ value is not present in the 2x2x20 
and 1x1x25 crystallites. This may account for the lack of 
resolution in the patterns of these latter two crystailites. 
No explanation is offered for the presence of the r value of 
the 331 reflection in the 5x5x5 crystallite but lack of resolu-
tion of the 331 and 420 peaks. Additional investigation of 
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• 
and those found in the next range of KA values discussed • 
KA Values 35.0 to 42.0 (Fig. 13) 
23 
The 440 peak at KA 35.54 is missing entirely in the 2x2x20 
pattern and the r value corresponding to 1/d4+0 does not appear 
' 
in the 2x2x20 crystallite. The 440 peak starts to be resolved 
in the 1x4x18 pattern which may be accounted for by an r value 
equal to 1/d440 in the 1x4x18 crystallite. This same r value is 
present in the 5x5x5 and 1x8x8 crystallites and the peak is 
present also. This seems to indicate a positive correlation 
between presence of an r value and presence of the corresponding 
reflection. 
Partial resolution of the 531 peak and the 600,442 peak is 
most apparent in the 2x2x20 pattern. The 531 peak is starting 
• to. appear but there is nor value equal to 1/d53, in the 2x2x20 
crystallite. The 531 pea..~ in the the 1x4x18 pattern is 
accompanied by the corresponding r value. But in contrast, the 
5x5x5 and 1x8x8 crystallites also have the appropriate r vaJ.ue 
yet there is no resolution of the peaks. It seems then that 
there is no correlation.between the presence of a certain 1/dhkl 
value and the corresponding peak intensity in this KA range •. 




A comparison of Tables 2 and 3 shows that there is some 
correlation between peak shift and lack of the r value for.that 
reflection. The largest shifts occur among the higher KA values • 
• 
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The peak locations noted in Table 2 by an asterisk correspond 
to a lack of r values for those peaks in Table 3. A lack of an 
r val.ue though does not mean there will be a peak shift. The 
shift of the 111 peak for the 1x4x18 and 1x8x8 patterns cannot 
be explained by presence or lack of the 1/d111 value. Additional 
investigation is warranted. 
Conclusions 
.The patterns calculated using the Debye scattering equation 
show definite changes in the shape of the intensity distribution 
curves for various sizes and shapes of crystallites. These 
changes appear to be more the result of crystallite shape than 
of siz.e. This observation may be useful in identifying the 
shapes of extremely small (less than 104 cm.) real ·crystallites. 
• An explanation for the resolution or shift of certain peaks 
resulted in contradictory correlations. There was a positive 
correlation between peak resolution in the lower KA values and 
the presence of 1/dhkt values for these peaks. For higher KA 
values there seemed to be no correlation at all. Additional 
investigation with larger FCC crystallites and with BCC and PI 
crystallites may resolve this conflict • 
• 
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• - _______ '-, ----------·-·------· -- .... ---··-·· 
(hkl) Line 111 331 420 440 531 600,442 444 642 731,553 
KA Value 10.88 27 ._39 28.10 35,54 37.17 37.70 43.53 47.02 48.26 
FCC 
Crystallite 
5x5x5 10.9 27.7 35.6 37.3 43.5 47.0 48.3 
1x4x18 10.6 28.0 
-
37.2 37.6 - - 48.2 
2x2x20 10.9 27.9 - 37.3* 37.7 - - 48.1* 
1x8x8 10.7 28.1 35.7 37.3 - 47.2* 48.2 
1x1x25 10,.8 27.8 
-- 37.2* 37.7 - 46.3* 47.8* 
Table 2. Selected ?eak Locations. 
(hkl) Line 111 331 420 440 531 600,442 444 642 731,553 
r= 1/di.i.1 1.732 4.359 4.472 5.657 5.916 6.000 6.928 7.483 7.681 
FCC FREQUENCIES Crystallite 
5x5x5 2920 2712 2784 600 1104 768 112 - 72 
.,_.,. .·,..~ 
• 
1x4x18 984 376 1072 176 328 676 
- - 280 
2x2x20 1408 -'":°""" 664 - - 726 
- - -
1x8x8 904 488 1408 488 624 512 
- - 727 
1x1x25 200 
-
- - - 352 - - -





Herein are provided copies of the main program and the plot 
programs~ The plotting programs are designed to be used with 
data entries punched on cards by the main program. The main 
program will produce output similar to that shown in Appendix 
. B •. The first plotting program produced Figures 3 through 10. 
The second plotting program produced· Figures 11 through 13. 
FORTRAN IV coding was used throught with the additional 
consid'eration of the PEEP/EPS Subroutines. for use of the 
Versatec plotter. The programs were run through the Ohio State 
University IBM 3;0 computer system. The Versatec plotter is 
• located on the fifth floor of the Baker Systems Engineering 
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0 I ST= SQRT C IX C J I - X C K I I :c: ¢ Z • ( Y ( J I -YI K I I ,:: ,:: Z • ( Z I J ) - Z It< I I *::: Z I 
·(FCJ.EQ.t.ANO.K.E'J.lt GO TO 1000 
lFIJ.EQ.l.ANO.K.E~.ZI GIJ TO 1001 
· 00 't l · L:: t , NT OT At· 
IFCDIST.EQ.UNQOlSILll GO Ta 1002 
-- - -·f F·t l.; • E Q • ft f0f-4t-.*'-O• o-i-s+.-N-E-.~ SH: H-GJ} -H> -1-G{H- - - ------- - - c - - --· 
71 ('11\tT [NUE 
· 1000 UNOOIS I l t=OIST·--
FR CJD IS I l I= FR CO IS C l I • l • 
· - NT·QT Al =~TOTAL• I 




GO TO 70 
1002 FR:JOISlU=FRQO·tStLl•l. 
Gr.J TO 70 
1·003 NTOTAL="ITOTAL•l ___ --
c-
U"JJDISl~TIJTALJ=OIST 
FztOO rs' r,rrrrnt.T=FRlJOfS{l',ffl)TI\LT•-r.-·------ ------- -·· 
GO TO 70 
70 CIJNT Ir.JUE 
KK=NTIJTAL 
c (IJMPUTE THE DEBYE SCATTERI~G EOUATii~ 
------,NTJ.tAlC=O.O - ------ -·-·· · ----··-·-------------·--·---- ---
AM l"J== l 00.0 
G=O.O 
lNTl =a.a 
·oo 80 t=l,KI( 
80 G=G•FRODISIII 
· ·---·Kr=r-- · ----------·----- --· -------------·------ ··-···-- --· 
OIJ 8 l l = l , 46 l 
OlJ 8 l J = l • Kl< 






c,1J ro aoo 
-- 801 · CIJNT INU'= ··- ------ -- --- · - ------------- --·-----· 
lFIJ.NE.KKI GO TO 800 
. C, 1 = 'S 0~ Tl G J . - - - - - - - · -
800 CIJNTIIIJUE 
- -----· · IF CU NOD Is 1·J1 .e~.-a.o, -co- r1J -aoz· - -· ------- -- ----
A I =I 
---- 1CllTTT-.t·eA1•,-.~9---
f:KA I I l~UNODISIJI 
· ·--· -- · ·:tNTl =FROOISl·J1·:::s-r111tF1"/f 
GO TO 803 
·· ·--·so2 · 1~n-=FR::m1·su ,---· · ----· ----- ·· - ·- · -· ------ --------- ------------
aoJ II\ITllt=INTCU•INTl 
---1 F-1-J-.t+.1<:,t-t-Go-fO,-.a8-1-1----
lF CI NT CI t. LE. l NT MAX I GO TIJ 804 
lf.:Tf-tAX = [~f-tI·t--· ·-
KA QI= M X =KA I I I 
·--- ·804· ·IF C A1'4l-N.t.biNT-tUt- 6'.}-f'J i30'5 ---------------------------- · ·- ---
Af,1 IN= I NTC 11 
---:-··-AKA-:tt¼t-f--.----------------------------------· 
805 CO"lT l!I\IUE 
·-ff·II.lT.51·-f.O ·Jfr St--·-· 
LM2= 1-1 
··tM4=-r--z- ·· ·------- ----·· ···---· - ·------··-·- -----------· 
IF C I NT C I l • LT. l N Tl L M 2 l • AI\IO. PH I L M 2 I • GT. l III TC L ~ 4 l t 
-·----co-- fo-1tt- ---------
80b PEAKCKlt=INTCLM2J 
··· ---··-· RC Kl t=KAtlHZ-t·-- · ·--- ··- ···----- ·----··---····---------------
1< l =Kl• l 
----- ··Kl l(:K\ -t· · ·-· --·--·-· ·--··-·--· · ·- ··--·---· · ···- · -- ·····-·-··-··--- · ·· 
81 co~r INUE 
-(-----· 
C PRINT OUT RESULTS 
GO TO 80b 
···-- ··- -w~lfECt>,ZOOJ-··---------···- ··- --------· ····· ·-----· ···--·--·-· 
wRITECo,2:llt 
·-· - --- - - --wR IT e--, b, i·to-n t, lC I u-. YI It, Z t I t .1 =-1 ,,o-· · 
WRITElo,5001 
. WR [TEI 6,501) (T, U"l0015 n ,-. FR cm I'S I I 1, I= i-.·t<K I 
WRITE Cb,311 IIIX,NV,~Z 
·--wRITHo,7t;T ______ _ 
wCI IT EC b • 2 5 I I KA I I t • 1 NT I I ·I , I = l , 4 b 1 t 
Wf(ITEC7 •. 3001 IKACI1,IIIJT1t1,t=-l,4bt1··· 
wR ITEC b, Zb I l"HHAlC,KAIJFMX 
00 ez· I=l,-KlK ··--···- --·----- ----------·· ··-· 
~RlTElo,271 PEA~lll,R(lt,I 
---~r.::'._,:--,- __ 
---- 8T.CIJ~Tl~Uc ___ --. ---------
200 FIJR~ATC'l',50lC,'ATO~lC COORDINATES I~ A~GSTQO~S•/•Q•,• 'I 
·201· FOR~ArP-0', Jrsx • 'ATIJM•-,sx ,•·x~·Axts• • 2Xi' Y-AX ts• i?X, •t~Ax ts• .s x J // I 
210 FQR~AT l315X,14,2X,3F8.?,5X>t 
·soa -FOR~AT( • o•·.sox, • r,..Tl.:RA TO"'f C ·otS-TA~CE .. ·· FR€0UE~CY' r11 .. 
501 FQR14AT(• ',53X,I4,5X,F8.3,3X,F7.lt 
- --zr. -.:1JRMAr-r,r.·t;x,-r,.r-.c1.··-·-----il'fT1:N~1fY+i·o-x-r-n-1-------- ·--- -----·· -
25 FOR114AT C415X,1=4.l,3X,Fl3.?lt 
.. Zb F'JR14AT"f'·t•·,24x·.·1"lTENSlTY--MAXll'IUM ljF···.~q.·z,zx-,-- A·T- A KA VALUE OF 
l',F4.l///l 
--·z7·--F!JR'4AT( lOJC,'THERE rs A ·oe41c--or··tllfTE,.,StTY·o1-··•-.Fq.z,2-x,• AT ·A KA ·va 
lLUE 01= 0 ,F4.J,15X,l5/I 




· n-co. DAT 4--- --o~-----·-------·-· ----··-----------------








I/THESIS .. Exec· PtQTV. 
//GO.IJBOECK DO OS~=SAAOOO.PLOTLIB•D[SP=SHR 
--,,c;'.)~~URCe--ou--~----·- ··-------··· ---------------





011'-IENS l'J"l HC 20 I 
REA~-KA1463l.INT(463l 





CALt.,v:n--s·co.o.c-1 ----- · ·------- -------- ---·--·-------- -
CALL GRIGCC.,O •• lOO,.l,-bO••l,43oql 
CALL C.RIUCO.,O~il0,1~,12,•5,13107> 
C DRAW -l( urs · 
CALL HLlll.ECO •• l0.,0.,655351 
·-· ca 4·0-r-r.10-----------------·-. --------------
xr IC =I 
40 - CALL VLINE·10.,-.0b5,XTEC,65'H51 
'lE AOC 5 , l 00 I H 
CAtt·CCFO~TC5.,-.34tel5,~,o.,-9,8,0•,l•~•Ol) 




41 (ALL NCFO"JTCX(NTX,Y(NTX •• 075,FPNX,0.,1,8,10.,1.,.Qll 
C "O'lA .. y uts·· 
CALL VLINEC0.,6.,0.,65535• 
- - · -·-mr- 4-z-r,:-i-. 6--
v TI:: =I 
·· 4? · CALL HLIN~·t0.,-.065•YTIC,65535J· 
READ C5,100) H 
.... Ct.LL CC.FQ"<Tc-.·34.,3·.-,·.15,H,?"70.,-9,3,0.,·1.,.ott 
OIJ 43 I=l,7 
----··- fi>f,f•f-:-4j 00-.~t--------------·. -------------- -· 
YCII.TY=l-1 
xc~Hv-=--. 1c;--
43 (ALL ~(FQ~TCX(NTY.Y(NTY,.075,FP"JY,270 •• -1,8,10.,1.,.0ll 
-c PLOT ·1r..,01vrouAt· P-AfTERl't" -- -- - ····- -'~ . 
(ALL ~E',IPE"lf31 
(ALL -Pt 1:H t-t<A t-l +-1-5-,·l-lH' H·t /-500,-3 t-------·---------- ·-·- -· -- · --- --- · · - - -------
OIJ l I=l,461 
(ALL PLGTCKAfll/5,lfllTlll/500,21 
(IJI\T INUE 
RE AO ( 5, l 00 I H -
(ALL ((FQ~Tl7.,5.,.2,H,0.,10,B,O.,l.,.oll 






---,-:::-- ----------- ·-------·--· ·-------··-·· ···-·------ -···-·-
//GO.DATA OD~ 
REM)VE THIS CARO ANO PUT DATA CARDS FIJR CRYSTAL HERE 
KA VALUES 
l~Tl:NS I TY 
5 I 5 X 5 
FCC 
//GO.PLOTPAqM on { 
··- tPLQT lrHr"l= .;.~·5 • x,..-AX-=TZ ~. YM1 N=-"""·· 5iY~A ,c = l 0-.06·.~CLVL= r··-·ct:1110 
,~ 






I I QEC. [IJN= 19 21< 
. le JQoPAC\!-1 ll NES= 2000·-
//THES IS EXEC PLIJTV 
//C.IJ.IJBOECK OD OS,.,,=SAAOOO.PLDTLIB,O[SP=SH$l-· --











·· ·i:t1:Aocs ,Jocn--rKA4CI 1, PH4fl 1,r=1 ,46 n --------· 
100 FIJR.,.ATIZOA41 






---·--cAtt·-wtVOOW11Cl1"t1'1.1 .... ~ .. -x .... Ax,~--5-Tv--fot•1tr----=------------
CALL PLIJTSC0,0,01 
· (ALL GRt:>CX~lN,0.,70,.l,-60ulb66bb7,4369t 
(ALL GRIOIX~IN,0.,7,l.,15,.6666667,13107) 
c - o,u .. ,r urs----··· -
(ALL HLINECXMIN,X~IN•l,0.,655351 
·-xc X-=X..,11':•J .4'----- --------·---------·. --- ·----- -·-- -
YC X= Y~ IN-. 34 
RE AO C 5 , 1 OJ 1 H 
(ALL ((FONTfXCX,YCX,.15,H,0.,-9,8,0.,l.,.Oll 
·oa 11 1=1,-a 
rP/'.4lt=XHIN•Cl-11 
---,cNTRX=XMTl'l•-n--n·- -----·----------------· ------· 
Y(NTRX =YMl·N-.15 
CALL VL[NEC0.,-.065~lt(NTRX,655351 
13 (ALL "'CFIJ"'TCXCNTRlC,YC,.,,TRX,.075,FPNX,0.,1,8,10.,1.,.0ll 
C DRAW Y u1s ·-·· ----·- - · 
CALL VLl~Eco.,10.,x~1,.,,,65535J 
··------xc v-=x"""tN-·. Jt,;·--- ---- - ------------------
vc Y = Y M I'll • 5 • 
~EAOCS,1001 H· ·- - - ·- ·~··-.. 
(ALL CCFO~TIXCY,YCY,.15,H,270.,-~tti,O.,l.,.Oll 
XE 1-.D =lCMI N- .065 
01) 12 l=l,5 
--y~r-qy:·t:::t.6b6bbb_,,.--------·--····-·-----------·· ---- -·-· --- .. 




lZ (ALL NCFONTfXCNT~Y,YCNTttY,.075,FPNY,270.,-1,8,10.,1.,.0l J 
--r-·---- -·-· .. ------- ·----· ··----------- . ----·------ ··------ -
C OLOT (QMPARITIVE PATTE~"'S 
C 
CALL P.!EWPEN131 
·c--·s·x 5 x s 
IN: f I lC MI N- 3. 9 I I• l I • l 
-·--·-·-CALt ·PtQT'11tA"t"t·l'fr,·f~T t·tttt-t-:too,-31------··--·-·· ---- -------
01) ? 0 I= l, 71 
-· ·t1=t+C IXMtN-J.cu-t.1>· 
20 (ALL PLIJTIKAflll,lNTlll>/300,21 
c-· 
(ALL P.IEWPE"'C 21 
c-· l X -,. lC 18 -
CALL P L':)T I K A 2 I [ N I t IN TZ C I ~n I 3 0 0 t3 I 
--------c-1'lC OS--ft'Jetr-.;-ot ,;-.oS-,KA Z-tVH-.1 tiff-Z-t f-1'tt-no1)-1----- ·-------
(ALL 0SHL''HfKA2l l~U,l"'TZCl1'4Jl300I 
OIJ Z 1 I = 1 , 71 
. I I = I • C I lC MI "'- 3 • 9 I I. l I 
21 . . C 4 lL D S H"L t.J I K A 2( t 11 , t :'II T Z I I[ I I 3 0 0 I 
C 2 x 2 x 20 
------·CALL" PL1'.titlOr3t"l"J 1·, l"'T lt f!'H / 300, }I· · - ------ -· ~-
(ALL 0SHLNOt.03,.04,KA3f IN1,INT31(N1/3001 
CALL 0SHVH1KA3f 11141,INTll 1"11/3001 
DIJ 2 2 I = l , 7 l 
11 = I • f fl011 N-3 • 9 I/. I I 
22 C4LL OS"iL...,1KA3fll1,INT31Il1/3001 





\ \ .. , ... • f ~ I'• l • 
''; ". . ;_ :·, 
( X 8 IC A 
CALL PLaTC~A4Cl~l.ll\lT4Cl~t/300.)t 
01) Z 3 l = 1, 7 l 
II = l • I f X Mt 1\1- 3. "9 J /. t r · -· .. --.. · --· 
23 (.ALL PLl)TCKA4llll.l ... T4llll/300.ZI 
-c---·------·-· -· --··--·---------·----·--· 
C 5 X 5 X 5 
(ALL "-'EWPENC 31·- - ·-
~IE AO l 5 • l 00 J H 
-· (ALL.-PLIJT(Xllofll\l•4ere88lell 
(ALL PLl)TfX~IN•4.?,7.883e?I 
-c·Atl- Ct:F,:J"l1'"f"X1't"fl'.i•,-. '7' .ti n.·.t ·,t-t,o-. ;t-fr;S-,0.-.-1-. ,-.o t-t --- . ---·----
(A LL NE~PEl\llZI ~ 
C X 4 X 18- ·--- .. --~· 
RE AO ( 5, l 00 I H 
CA LL -pl ".lTl X,.. l"1•4, T' .7 33, J,- -- ·- · 
CALL OSHLNO(.Ol •• Os,x~I~•4,7.7331 
----c-A t.:~-fl~l tX"ft~·,7-.-73-:3-,--
(A LL OS~L~lXM[N•4.9.7.7331 
(4LL CLFQl\JTl X!"t'I11('•5,7'.;68),. t,H;O. t to,a.o •• 1.-, .-Ot·t · 
C Z X 2 X 20 
·-- ·Re AO I s·.1 ocrr-li ·- · -- --------- ·;---------------· 
(ALL PLIJTCX~ll\l•4e7.583,31 
-----t-a tt:-ttSMt:"-tttt-.-o-:,-, .t>4.-it~.-h-5-tt-3+-------
c A LL OS~LNllX~lN•4,7.5831 
·(ALL OSHL~IXMIN•4.9,7.583t ·-· ·· ·· -
(ALL CLFO~TIXMIN•S,7.533,.l,H,O.,lO.a.o •• 1.,.01, 
(ALL .. NE,IPENtt) ·· ----·-- ---·---·--·- ----------·· -·-- ... --· 
C X 8 X 8 
-REA~-S-, t O~J-- tt--------- ·--------··----------· ------·---- · 
CALL PLIJTlXMIN•4,7.433,31 
(ALL Pt1T1X~IN•4.9,7,.4)3.Zt 
(ALL (LFONTCXMIN•S.7.)83,.l,H,O.,to,a,o.,1 ••• 01, 
C 
(ALL PLIJTl0.,0.,9991 
-·-----·sT~------------------------------- ·--·· -· --- -· - -
E ... D 
OJ e 
·· - RE-MDVE·· Ttll S (ARO -AN!>- PUT-·( QVSTA-1:. -OA-l 4 -0,lQOS- ·HEHE 
KA VALUES 
-f-t-rf8tS i-T-+-·--------·------·--- ------
5 X 5 X 5 
l X ·4- X la 
2 X 2 X 20 
1 ic-6 x·a 
/-::: 
II 







Shown here is the printout for a 5x5x5 FCC program. Included 
are listings of the atomic coordinates, the different inter-
atomic distances and their respective frequencies, KA values 
and intensities, peak values and the intensity maximum for 
the inj;ensity distribution pattern. Peak values of the other 
crystallites are provided for comparison • 
---------- -----·-··--
---···--·-----
ATOHIC CUOROI NAHS l N ANC.S I RUl',S 34 
ATOM X-AXIS Y-AXIS Z-AXIS ATOM X-AXIS Y-AXIS I-AXIS AlOK X-A~lS Y-A~lS l.-A>, 
1 ".n n.o o.o 2 o.o o.o 1.00 3 o.o o.o ".oo 
• 
4 o.o o.o 3.00 5 o.o o .. o 4.,00 b o.o n.o ~.oo 7 o.o t .oo o.o 8 o.o 1 .. 00 1.00 9 c,.o 1.00 l.lJO 10 o.o J•OO 3.00 11 o.o 1.00 4.00 12 o.o I .oo !l.uo 13 o.o .oo n.o 14 o.o 2 .. 00 1.00 1'> o.o 2.00 2.00 lb o.o 2.no 3.00 17 o.o 2.00 4.,00 18 o.n :..>.no :,.tiO 19 o.o 3.00 o.o 20 o.o 3.oo 1.00 21 o.o 3.00 2.0~ 
22 o.o 3.00 3.00 23 o.o 3.oo 4.00 24 u.o 3.(•0 s.oo 25 o.o 4.00 o.o 26 o .. o 4.00 1.00 n o.o 4 .. no 2.0l> 28 o.o 4.,00 3.00 29 o.o 4.00 4.00 30 o.o 4-.0C, !).,00 
31 o.o s.no o.o 32 o .. o 5.00 1.00 ~3 o.o ~ .. c,o 2 .. 0l• 34 o.o 5.no 3.no 35 o.o 5.oo 4.00 )b o.o ~.oc. ~.uu 31 1.00 o.o o.o 38 1.00 o.o 1.00 39 l. l,Q lJ.,O 2.00 40 1-00 o.o 3.,00 41 l.oo o.o 4.00 42 1.00 o.o !,..UO 43 .oo 1.00 o.o 44 .oo 1.00 1.00 -.5 1.00 1.00 2 .I.JC} 
46 1.00 1.00 3.00 47 1.00 1.00 4.00 48 1.00 l.LO 
~-""' 49 1.nn 2.nn n.n 50 1.00 2.00 l .oo 51 1.00 2.00 2.00 52 1.00 1.00 3.00 r,3 1 .. oo 2.00 4.00 54 1.00 2.00 !l.hO !>5 1.00 3.00 o.o 5h 1.00 3.00 I .OO 51 1.00 ).Lo ;• .lilt 
58 1.00 3.00 3.00 59 1.00 3.00 4.00 bO 1.00 j.ou ">.OO 
61 1-00 4.00 o.o t.2 1.00 4.00 1.00 63 •• oo 4.00 ~-vv 64 .no 4.00 3.00 65 .oo 4.00 4.00 66 .()0 4.00 .Ou 
b1 1.00 5.00 o.o b8 1.00 5.00 1 .oo 69 1.00 5.00 z.oc 
70 1.00 5.00 3.00 71 1.00 5.00 4.00 72 1 .oo 5.U, 5..1.10 
13 2.00 o.o o.o 74 2.00 o.o 1.00 7,; 2.00 o.o i.ou 
76 2.00 o.o . 3.00 77 2.00 o.o 4.00 7A 2.00 o.o !>.00 
79 2.00 1.00 o.o 110 2.00 1 .. oo 1.00 81 2.00 l.CJO i.oo 
R2 2.00 1.00 3.00 83 2.00 1.00 4.00 B4 2.00 1 .no !..Oll A5 2.00 2.00 o.o Bb .. 2.00 2.00 1.00 87 2.CJO 2.0() ~ • ..,o 
88 2.00 2.00 3.00 89 • 2.00 ::>.oo 4.00 90 2.00 2.00 ~-00 en 2.00 3.00 o.o 92 2.00 3.00 1.00 en 1.00 ::..uo 2.uo 
94 2.00 3.00 3.00 q5 2.00 3.00 4.00 9t> 2.00 3.t;O ~.l.J(J 97 2.no 4.00 n.o 98 2.no 4.00 1.00 ~'t 2.00 4.00 1.<.,(> 
too 2.00 4.00 3.00 101 2.00 4.00 4.00 11:)2 2.no 4.,no 5.no 
103 2.00 5.00 o.o 104 2.00 5.00 1.00 H)5, i.oa ~.oo i .ul) 
106 2.00 5.00 3.00 101 2.00 5.00 4.00 !OS 1.uo '!>.00 '!>.oo 109 3.00 ·o.o o.o 10 3.00 o.o 1.00 111 3.00 o.o 2.oc 
112 3.,('0 "·0 3.t'\O 113 3.00 o.o 4.,00 p1e 3.00 o.o ~.-lO 115 3.oo 1.00 o.o 16 3.oo 1.00 1.00 17 3.00 1.r-0 2.t·O 
118 3.00 1.00 3.00 l 19 3.00 1.00 4.00 120 ::S.oo l. \,tJ '!>.l'u 
121 '1.oo 2.00 o.o H~ 3.oo ~.oo 1.00 1 ">J J.00 J·<JU .l.Ju 12 3.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 .oo .oo lib l.00 .c.o '!>.00 
127 3.00 3.00 o.o 128 3.,00 3.00 1.00 129 J.00 3.GO z.oo 
130 3.00 3.00 3.00 131 3.Pn 3.00 4.00 132 3.00 3.00 '!>.OO 
133 3.00 4.00 o.o 134 ~.oo 4.00 1.00 135, 3.uo 4.C.O t·"(J 136 3.00 4.00 3.00 37 .oo 4.00 4.00 ne l.00 4.C'O .oo 
139 3.00 5.00 o.o HO 3.00 5.00 1.00 141 ;.oo 5.00 ~-00 142 3.00 5.00 3.00 143 3.01' ~.oo 4.00 144 3.00 '!> .. 00 
-~·.C..v 145 4.f'IO f'.O n.o 146· 4.00 o.o 1.00 147 4 .. 00 o .. o ~.uc.. 
148 't.00 o.o 3.00 149 4.,00 o.o 4.00 15,:) 4.00 o.o 5 .t>o 
151 4.00 1.00 o.o 152 4.00 1.00 1.00 15~ 1t.oa , .oo ~.,}.., 
154 4.00 1.00 3.00 155 4.00 1 .oo 4.00 l":.b 4.00 1.uo '!> .. uc, 
157 4.oo 2.00 o.o 158 4.00 2.00 1.00 I ~9 4.00 2.ou ~-1~0 
• 
160 4.00 2.00 3.no lbl 4.00 2.00 '4~-00 162 4.00 2.00· 5.uo 
Jb3 4.00 3.00 . o.o lb4 4.C,O 3.00 1.00 165 4.0n ).,tlO ,.110 166 4.00 3 .. 00 3.00 l6i 4.00 3.00 4.00 lt>u 4.00 3 • .>o ~ .l•.l 69 4.00 4.00 o.o 17 4.00 4.00 1.00 171 4.00 4.0u i.;,u 
172 4.00 4.,00 3.00 Il3 4.00 4.00 4.00 l14 4.00 ... uo ~ .. uo 
175 4.,(\0 5.on o.o 176 4.00 5.00 1.00 177 4.00 ~.oo L.fJ(J 
178 4.00 5.00 3.00 119 4.1'0 5.00 4.00 180 4.00 ':>.,,o ~.oo 
lRl 5.00 o.o o.o I 82 5.00 o.o 1.00 lti3 5.l)O (1.,0 ~.l.O 
104 5.00 o.o 1.no 185 5.00 o.o 4.00 1 et- 5.00 u.u 5.l,I.) 
. R7 s.oo 1.00 o.o PS 5.00 1.00 1.00 1!39 5.oo 1 .on ;.Oh 
190 5.00 1.00 3.00 1 <, 1 5.00 1.00 4.00 192 ~.oo 1.00 '.>.(J(I 
lC,3 s.oo 2.00 l'.O 1q4 5.no 2.flO 1.00 195, !..oo 2.00 z.uo 
196 5.00 2.00 3.no 197 5.00 2.00 4.00 l ·18 5.Uu ? .. ,.to s.oo 
199 5.00 3.00 o.o 200 5.00 3.00 1.00 201 5.oo ).(10 ;,,,.c:.) 
202 5.00 3.00 3.oo 203 5.00 3.00 4.00 204 ~.oo 3.C>u ~.oo 
205 5.00 4.00 o.o 206 _ 5.00 4.00 1.00 1u7 ~.oo 4.oo 2.uu 
208 .5.00 4.r,n 3.00 209 5.00 4.00 4.00 210 :>.00 4.00 ~.oo 
111 5.00 5.00 o.o 212 5.00 5.00 1.00 213 5.0(\ ~.oo 2.00 
214 5.00 5.00 3.00 215 5.00 5.00 4.00 211) !",.oo 5.110 ~.uu 
211 o.o 0.50 o.5o 218 o.o 0.50 1.so 21'1 o.-o u.~,, 2.~o 
220 o.o 0.50 3.50 221 o.o o.5o 4.50 nz t..o 1. Stt u.~o 
223 o.o 1.~o 1.50 2~4 o.o · 1. 50 2.50 225 0.,1) 1 • ~.(• :-,.:,,) 
226 o.o 1 • !iO 4.'50 227 o.c, 2.50 o.so 2?A o.o 2.~o 1.•,o 
229 o.o 2.50 2 .. 50 230 o.o 2.50 ).50 2)1 (•.ll i. 5l, 4.,:,o 
232 o.o 3.50 o.so '233 o.o 3.50 1.so :!J4 o.o ~.'.>O l. 5,.L 
235 o.o 3.50 3.50 236 o.o 3.50 4.50 237 o.n 4.~o ().~11 
238 o.o 4."iO 1.so 239 o.o 4.50 2.50 240 o.o 4.5() .,.,'.'>u 
241 o.o 4.50 4.50 242 1.00 0.51" o.so 2't3 1.00 o.~o 1.~ll 
244 1.00 o.so 2.50 245 1. r.o o.so ).50 l4b 1. ,,u o. !-l> .... ">u 
247 1.00 1 .o;o 0.50 2 .. a 1.00 1. 5(J 1.50 ::?.:.~ 1.0() I. 5C •"" .~, .. 
250 1.00 1.50 3.50 251 1.00 1.50 4.50 ?5:' 1.00 2.!,l) o.::.u 
253 1.00 2.50 1.50 254 1.no 2.50 2.50 2')5 1.00 :..>. ~o 3 .. :>I.> 
256 1 .. oo 2.50 4.50 257 1 .no 3.50 0.50 2!.rs 1. 00 3.~o 1.5(. 
259 1.00 3.,'iO 2.50 2t,0 1.00 3.50 3.50 2bl l .oo 3.~o 
~-~" 262 1 .oo 4.50 o.,;o 21>3 1.00 4.5{'1 1.50 ]h4 1.00 4.50 2.51, 
265 1.00 4.50 3.50 2t.b l. 00 4.50 4.50 2b1 2.uo O.':>O ~-~u 
2bfl 2.00 0.,50 1.50 269 2.00 o.5o 2.50 270 2.0C, o.~o jte~\,I 
271 2.nn o.~o 4.50 272 2.00 1 .50 0.50 2n 2.'.)0 1. s,, 1 .!).) 
2'14 2.00 1.50 2.50 275 2.00 1 .so 3.5{'1 270 ;:.no 1. so -'..,')II 
277 J-00 2.">0 0.50 27B 2.00 2.so 1.50 27Q .:.-.uo ~-5<' l.":>ll 280 .oo 2.50 3.50 281 2.00 2.50 4.50 2u2 ?.oo 3.:,u o.~o 
203 2.00 3. 50 1-50 2El4 2.00 3.50 2.50 2il5 l.00 :::,. so :, .. ~ .... 286 2.00 3.50 .50 287 2.no 4.50 o.so 286 2.00 
"· ~o t.~o 289 2.00 4.50 2.50 ;,,qo 2.00 4.50 3.50 l~l :t.uo 4.So "-·~" 292 3.00 0.50 o.so 293 3.00 0.50 I.SO 294 3.10 O. S.:> ".s, 
295 3.00 o.so 3.50 296 3.00 o.so 4.50 297 1.00 1.~o u.•,u 
298 3.00 1.50 1.so 2'19 3.00 1.50 2.50 300 ~.(10 1.-.0 ....... _ ..... , 
• 
35 
30i j:on i:50 4:!io 302 3:"o 2: ~(\ 0:50 303 s:oo ~.,.- 1:~u 304 3.00 2.50 2.50 305 3.00 2.5CJ 3.50 3ub 3.ou .l.".>O 4.'>(i 
307 3.00 3.~o o.so 30A 3.00 3.50 1 .. 50 309 l.00 l.~o 2.~o 310 3.00 3.50 3,.50 311 3.00 3.50 4 .. 50 312 3.00 4.!>0 u.':>t> 
313 3.00 4.~o l .. 50 314 3.00 4.50 2.50 315 :,.oo 4.">u "t.:>v 316 3.f\O 4.50 4.50 317 4 .. 00 O .. !>O 0.50 31A 4.00 0.50 1.~o 319 4.00 0.50 2.50 320 4 .. 00 o.~u 3.50 321 .... oo 0.50 .... o;o 
• 
322 4.00 1.50 0.50 323 4.00 1.50 l .50 324 4.()0 1.~o 1.:.n• 
i25 1.00 J:~8 1·50 3;>h 4.00 1:i& )·50 3F 4.00 ~.!)o t1.•,u 28 .oo .50 329- 4.00 .50 3 .. o 4.0C, .~o 3.'>l. 331 4.on 2.5f' 4.50 332 4.00 3.!>0 0.50 H3 4.00 3.!)0 i...~n 334 4.00 3.50 2.50 ~3~ 4.00 3.50 3.50 33C) 4.00 3.50 ~•;O 337 4.00 4.50 0.50 3A 4.0C' 4.~o 1.50 339 4.00 4.~(J 
"'· ..1lt 340 4.00 4.50 3.50 341 4.00 4.50 4.50 3 .. 2 ~.oo ,,. ~(J tl.':>U 
343 5.00 o.5o 1.50 344 5.00 0.50 2.50 345 ~.uo O.!)O 3.~u 34b o;.oo n.o;o 4.50 i47 5.00 1. '">0 0.50 34H "->.00 1.">o 1.~ll 349 o;.oo I .'50 2.50 50 s.oo t.50 3.50 3'>1 5.00 l. ~o 4.~o 
352 5.00 2.50 0.50 353 5.00 2.50 1.50 3~4 5.<n) ~ .~l· l..'.>U 
i~i ~:R8 v·;o ?:~8 i~t ~:88 i:~2 4.~o i~J ~:88 i:~8 O.'..b .'>O 2. 0 .1.~u 
3bl 5.00 3.50 4.50 3h2 5.00 4.50 o.5o 3b3 5.00 ... 50 l. !}(.o 
3b4 5.00 4.50 2.50 365 5.no 4.50 3.50 3bt, 5.00 4.~o 4. ~.t} 
3b1 0.50 o.o o.s;o 3hR 0.50 o.o 1.50 )b9 C.,.50 o.O .l. 5h 
370 n.50 o.o 3.50 371 0.50 o.n 4.50 372 o.so 1 .oo u.~.-. 
373 o.so 1.00 1.50 )74 0.50 1 .oo 2.50 )H 0.50 l .l'U 3.~u )lb O.!iO t .oo 4.50 377 0.50 2.00 o.50 37!3 0.'>0 i.oo l.:,tJ 
379 0.50 2.00 2.50 380 O.Sfl 2.00 3.50 331 O.!,O ~.oc, 4.~o 
362 0.50 3.00 0.50 383 0.50 J.Ou 1.50 384 (• • S1., 3.uo "L-~·· 38S 0.50 f•OO ?:~g )Ph o.c.o 3.1.lu ~-50 3q7 0.50 £,.00 n.",'l 3P8 0.!;0 .oo 369 0.50 4.00 .50 39() u.so 4.00 .:;.~o 3q1 a.so 4.00 4.50 3q2 0.50 5.00 0.50 3'1~ ci.~o ,.oo l. :.\J 
394 0.50 5.00 2.50 _3q5 0.50 s.oo 3.50 39b 0.50 ~.oo 4.t:.(, 
397 1.50 o.o o.so 3qs 1·50 o.o I .50 3•,9 1.50 o.o z.~o 400 1.50 o.o 3.50 401 .50 o.o 4.50 402 l.50 l .,10 o.~.i.) 
403 1.50 1.00 ).50 4(14,,· 1.50 l .oc, 2.50 .. CJ'> 1.~o 1.00 ..l.:>~ 
40b 1.50 t.Ofl 4.SO 407. 1.50 2.00 0.50 4U& 1.~u 2 • (IC, a.• . .., 
409 I .50 2.00 2.'in 410 1.50 2.00 3.50 411 1.50 2.CIU 4. ~-0 
412 1.50 3.00 0.50 413 1.50 3.00 1.50 414 1.50 3.00 .;:.-.,. 
415 l ·50 3.00 3.50 416 1.50 3.00 4.50 417 1. 5(• 4.00 t•.:>v 418 .50 4.00 1.50 419 t.50 ... oo 2.50 411) 1. ~() '9.uC> 3.~#e: 
421 1.50 4.00 4.50 422 l.5CJ 5.00 o.so 42) 1.50 5.00 1.~v 
424 t.">O 5.00 2.50 4?5 l. 50 5.00 3.50 426 1.50 ~.DO 4. ~l· 
427 2.i;o o.o o.~o 421\ 2.50 n.n 1.50 4~9 i.~o o.o ?.a,v 
430 2.50 o.o 3.50 431 2.5(' o.o 4.50 4J2 ;.>.So 1.,,n (l.-:.t> 
433 2.50 1 .oo 1.50 434 2.50 1.00 2.50 435 2.50 I. \lu ~.~, .. 
436 2.50 },.oo 4.50 437 2.50 2.00 o.50 4}8 2.50 2.00 l.~h 439 2.50 .oo 2.s;o 440 2.50 2.00 3.50 441 2.50 2.00 4.::i.o 
442 :?.50 3.00 o.so 443 2.50 3.00 1.50 444 ;·.~I) 3.00 2-~~ 
44"' 2.50 3.<'0 3.50 446 2.50 3.oo 4.50 447 :C:.5u 4.,,o u.·~u 
448 2.50 4.00 1.50 44'1 2.50 4.0C, 2.50 450 2.so 4.00 }.~,. 
451 2.50 4.00 4.50 452 2.50 :>.00 CJ.50 4~l 2.so 5.00 1.'>u 
454 :?.50 5.00 2.50 45'i 2.50 5.00 3.50 4j6 2.-,0 :».00 4.-:.o 
457 3.50 o.o 0.50 458 3.so o.o 1.so 4~9 3.Sil o.o 2.")(J 
lt60 3.50 o.o 3.50 46 l 3.50 o.o 4.50 462 3. 5() I .oo (J. ~,, 
463 3.50 1.go 1.50 464 3.50 1.00 2.50 4o5 l.Su 1.00 j. !,(. 
466 
~-50 }· 0 4.50 467 3.50 2.00 0.50 41'>8 ).SO 2.0(, l .~\.· 469 .50 .• oo 2.50 470 3.50 2.00 3.50 471 3.:>0 2 .c.CJ 4.:>o 
472 3.50 3.on O.'>O 473 3.50 3.00 1 .50. 474 3.50 3.00 2.-~u 
475 3.5n 3.00 3.50 476 3.50 3.00 4 •. 50 477 :,.so -..no o.•,o 
• 
478 3.50 4.00 1.50 479 3.50 4.00 "z,;.-~o 480 ).5'J 4.(10 j.~, . 
481 3.~o 4.00 4.50 41\2 J.50 5.00 0.50 483 J.'H) ">.ou 1.:,..; 
484 3.50 5.00 2.50 4ft5 3.50 5.00 3.50 4nb 3.50 ~.oo 4.')1., 
4BJ 4.50 o.o o.so 46A 4.5(\ o.o !-50 4d9 4.50 o.o :• .~(: 4q 4.50 o.o 3.50 491 4.50 o.o .50 4',2 4.SO I .oo o. '-.(j. 
493 4.50 1.00 1.50 4~4 4.50 1.00 2.50 lt95 4.5u 1.00 :-i.:,u 
496 lt.50 1.00 4.50 497 4.so· :?.00 o.so 4~R 4.'.>() 2.1.l(J l.~~ 
499 4.50 2.00 2.so 500 4.50 2.00 3.50 '.>01 4.50 2.00 ... ~o 
502 4.~o 3.00 0.50 503 4.50 3.00 1.50 501 .. 4.'">0 3.00 2.~,., 
505 4.50 3.00 J.50 506 4.50 3.00 4.50 507 4.50 4.ou o .. ~,lJ 
508 4.5(\ 4.00 1.50 509 4.50 4.00 2.50 510 4. '.>l) 4.uo 3. ')(, 
511 4.50 4.00 4.50 512 ... so 5.00 o.so !)13 ',.SO 5.oo l.~l, 
514 4.50 5.00 2.50 515 4.50 5.00 3.50 5lb ... 50 s.oo ...... u 
517 0.50 0.50 o.o 51A o.so o.so 1.00 '>19 0.50 tJ.!>u 7.Ll· 
520 o.s;o O."o ~.no 521 "-~n o.so 4.00 ~22 o.so o.~o !>.o(; 523 o.so 1.50 o.o 524 o.so 1.50 1 .oo SlS 1.1.so 1.50 ~.,.,~ 
526 . o.50 J-50 3.00 ":>]7 O.'.>O }-'>0 4.00 S:'H fl.Sn 1.s~ ~.C'l: 529 0.50 .50 o.o 530 O.'">O .so 1.00 531 U.',t) :? • ~(J i.,,v 
531 o.~o 2.50 3.00 533 0.50 2.50 4.00 5::,4 o.so 2.!>0 :> .. C..(.; 
535 f'.SO 3.c;o o.n 536 0.50 3.50 1.00 5H o.so 3.~o 2.h() 
538 o.a;o 3.50 3.00 ~39 o.s;c, 3.~o 4.00 540 0.5n 3.50 ~.llll 
541 0.50 4.50 o.o 542 0.50 4. 0 1.00 54) 0.5f) 4.50 '"·l,l) 
544 0.50 4.50 3 .• 00 545 a.so 4.!.0 4.00 S4t. U.'!>O 4.~u '!>.LC, 
547 1.50 n.so o.o .54A 1.50 o. 50 1.00 549 1. ~<, o.~o 2.vC,. 
r;50 t.50 0.5n ::..no 5~1 1.50 0.50 4.00 552 1.50 o.5'l ! .-.;O 
553 1.50 1.50 o.o 554 1.50 t .5(1 1.00 . 555 1.50 1.so :£.fl(! 
556 1 .'50 1.50 3.00 557 1.50 1.50 4.00 558 1. '.>{1 1.50 s.c.-u 
~59 1-~0 ,.50 o.o ~t>O l. 50 ~.so 1.00 5nl 1. ~o 2.'!>u 2 • '>l. 62 •. 0 .sn 3.no b3 .5G ~. 50 4.00 5~4 1.so }.50 ~.ou 
565 1.50 3.so o.o 5b6 1.50 3.50 l .oo 5;,7 l .50 3.~o .: • !llt 
568 1.50 3.50 3.00 569 l. '5(\ 3. ",(\ 4.00 510 1.50 3.~o ~.ot 
571 t.50 4.50 o.o 572 1.50 4.50 1.00 57"} 1.50 4.~o ~ .LC. 
574 }·50 4.58 :\.00 5r, 1.:>C 4.,c, 1:88 ~76 J-50 ... so ~-·," 577 .'50 0.5 
~:~o 
5 a .so 0.:;0 579 .:>O o.~o .tu 
580 2.50 a.so 561 2.50 0.50 ~00 5d2 2.50 o. '!>0 :>.l.lG 
5H3 :?.'iO 1. 50 o.o 584 2.5CJ I. SC. 1.00 5r15 2.50 1.50 L.oo 
58b 2.50 1.50 3.00 5~7 :>.50 1.50 4.00 5P~ }.Su I• !,O 5-.011 
5A9 2.50 2.so o.o 590 ~.so 2.so 1.00 ~ql ".so i.~o 2.ul.. 5q2 2.50 2.o;o 3.00 5C)3 .so 2.50 4.00 5'l4 4.'..50 2.~o '.>.(JL 
595 2.50 3.50 Cl.O 5'lb 2.50 3.~o 1.00 507 2.~o ~.'.;.fJ .l.LC• 
598 2.50 3.'50 3.00 599 2.50 3.50 4.00 buO L."O 3.'lo ~.,.,. 
bOl i.50 4.50 o.o 602 2 .so 4.50 1.00 t,f)l ~.50 4.!>0 ~-l·~ 604 .50 4.50 3.00 605 2.50 4.50 ~.oo oOo 1.~o 4.">0 • ..,_l.'L 
607 3.50 o.so o.o bOB 3.50 o.::..o 1.00 t.09 ).51.) u.:.u 2 ·"l· 610 3.50 n.50 3.00 hll 3.50 o.so 4.00 t.12 3.~o 0.50 ~.nu 
613 3.50 1.50 <.,.O 614 3.~n 1.50 1.00 M5 3.50 1.50 ::.oc, 
616 3.50 1.50 :\.00 617 3.50 1.50 4.00 61B ;.50 I.So 5.uv 
619 '3.50 2.50 o.o 620 3.50 2.50 1.00 t,21 3.">G 2.~o 2.0& 
622 3.50 2.50 3.00 623 3.50 2.50 4.00 t.24 .,,.so 2.!>0 ~ •. uu 
b25 3.50 3.50 o.o 6lb 3.50 3.50 1,00 bn 3.50 :!.~o 2.00 
628 3.50 ~.50 3.00 629 3.5(\ 3.50 4.00 <,30 ).50 3.~o ~.oo 
631 ~.50 4.50 o.o '132 3.50 4.o;o 1 .• 00 633 .J,.50 4.5u .!.uu 
• 
634 3.50 4.50 3.00 b35 3.50 4 • '.>O 4.00 h3o :1.~o 4.!>U 5.( l) 
6':17 4.50 0.50 o.o 6lL 4.~o o.5o 1.00 bN ... so o.~o ,t.UlJ 
640 4.50 0.50 3.00 641 4.50 o.so 4.00 642 4.50 Cl. :>O :;,.(..I., 
643 4.50 1.50 o.o b44 4.50 1.50 1.00 645 4.~o 1.~o 2 .ul, 
64h 4.50 1.50 3.00 b41 4.50 1. 50 4.00 64~ 4.50 1.50 ~.oo 
t,4q 4.50 ,.so . o.o 650 4.50 2.so 1.00 h5l .... 50 l.50 .:.\.tO 
652 4.50 • 50 3.00 653 4.50 ~.so 4.00 b54 4.~o 2.50 !>.l,l' 
6'i5 4."iO 3.5(1 o.o 65b 4.50 3.!>0 · 1 .oo t>~1 4.~u :.i. :.u 2.ul. 
b56 J·s;n 3.50 3.00 b59 4.50 3. 1,0 4.00 U,O 4 .. 50 ~.~n . :.,.•hJ bbl .50 4.50 o.o 662 4 .5() 4.50 1.00 66} 4.50 .:.. ">0 ~· .,,n 
bb4 4.50 4.50 3.00 665 · 4.50 4.50 4.00 ooh 4.!>0 4.~o ~.Uv 
.3"6 
INTERATOMJC DISTANCE: FREQUENCY 
• 
1 n.o obb.O 
~ 1.000 1po.o 2.voo 2 44.0 
4 ,3.000 1122.0 
5 4.000 109?.o 
~ i·ooo .414 H~!:i 
8 2.2l6 in:a.o 
9 3.lt-J !19.,ft.g 10 4. 2 b52 • 
11 5.099 44b4.0 
12 '2.828 3240.0 
13 3.60b 4632.0 
14 4.472 2784.0 
15 5.385 3480.0 
16 4.243 4584.0 
17 5.83\ 1584.0 18 5.65 600.0 
19 f>.403 960.0 
20 7.071 4'5h.O 
21 1. 732 2'120.0 
22 2.449 6Alb.O 
23 3.317 4872 .o 
24 5.19b 1488.0 
25 3.742 751\4.0 
2b 4.583 45b0.0 
27 5.477 1536.0 
28 i-J59 2112.0 29 .9lb •1104.0 
30 · 5. l45 1584.0 
~} b.461 7.141 6]2.o l o.o 
33 3.464 137b .o 
34 4.899 ; 176.0 
35 4.690 112.0 
Jt, 6.)64 864.0 
37 6.000 1bR.O 
3" 6.706 ~28.0 3q l.346 96.0 
40 6.557 312.0 
41 7.681 72.0 
42 b.928 112 .o 
43 1.~~o 120.0 
44 ft.124 lt8.0 
4'- 6.bbl) 8.0 
4b (,. 707 66uO.O 
47 1. 5 P. l 10560.0 
48 2.~50 t 1360.0 
49 3.':>36 5720.0 
50 4.528 4944.0 
51 2.121 12624.0 
452 .• , 2 .915 11712.0 i,.-.,.,.. ~· .... 
• 
53 3.808 4224.0 
54 4.743 10464.0 
55 4.301 14304.0 
% 5.148 4272.n 
57 4.950 7872 .o 
58 5.701 10<;6.0 
59 b.364 640.0 
60 1.225 10800.0 
61 1.en 17280.0 
62 :2.739 \2960.0 
63 3.674 63hA.O 
64 4.617 11280.0 
65 2.345 6912.0 
66 3.0132 lb3btt.O 
67 3.937 4112.o 
68 4.84& 72•H,.O 
69 4.416 51P4.0 
70 5.244 73'12.0 
11 5.0!>0 2926.0 
1Z 5.188 3840.0 
73 6.442 13112 .o 
74 3.240 lOORO.O 
75 4.062 13344.0 
1b 5.523 4320.0 
77 5.)39 5520.0 
18 6.042 2784.0 
7q 6.t>1l 331>.0 
eo 3.391 9600.0 
Al 5.431 3168.0 
82 4. lR3 5760.0 
83 5.612 3360.0 
64 5.958 1440.0 
85 7.036 432.0 
86 6.205 1152.0 
87 5.~74 1728.0 
8fl 6.519 864.0 
89 b.C1b4 576.0 
90 7.517 144.0 
91 6.124 1392.0 
92 6.745 4SO.O 
93 6.2ti5 7bll.O 
94 6.8CJ2 384.0 q5 b.595 576.0 
96 7.176 2~8.0 
97 7.58) 192.0 
98 8.093 't6.0 
• 
, 
FCC 5 X 5 X 5 37 
.. 
KA INTEN5ITY KA INTENSJTV KA INTENSITY KA INTEi'fSi.TV 
4.0 17P.!>l 4.1 165.7P 4.2 133.52 4.3 91. 71'J 4.4 ~1.A5 4.5 ;'.3.33 4.t. ll .4S 4.7 16.1'1. 4.A 33.Cl2 4.9 54.60 5.0 73.36 5.1 11) .. 52 5.2 1'2.40 5.3 70 .. 09 5.4 52.66 5.S )2.'ll 5.6 16.82 5.7 8.15 5.6 P.39 5.9 16.~0 6.0 79.47 6.1 43.11 6.2 53.44 b.3 57.61) 1,.4 '>4.h2 6 .5 45.5h 6.t. 33.20 6.7 21.ll 
• 
6.8 l.Z .69. 6.9 10.06 7.U B.7h 7.1 12.52 7.2 ?3. 7? 7.3 44.20 7.4 51.17 7.S 52.96 7.6 4Q.50 7.7 42.ZR 1.n 34.03 l.9 28.00 8.0 27.12 fl. 1 33.47 ~-2 47.72 8.3 6'1.12 8.4 Q5.73 8.5 124.1n B.b 153.61 8.7 179.63 a.a 201.39 p .q ZIP.PS Q.O 233.34 9. l 247.48 9.2 264.26 9.3 206.30 9.4 314.59 9.5 34tl.32 Q.6 3fl5.35 Q.7 424 .. 20 9.P 466.73 ., • q 520.76 10.0 bf'f'.q3 10.1 776.r,4 10.2 916.51 10.) llf\l .28 10.4 1515.35 10 .. s; 1892.53 lfl.6 22b7.0) 10.7 25tll.(l? 10.R 2778 .04 10 .9 2016.BQ 11.0 2604.32 11. 1 23'1'1.51 11.2 2010.52 11.J 1582.76 11.4 llA3.7ft 11. 5 Plb8.4fl 11.6 669.61 11.7 595.18 11.6 632.41 11.9 755.54 12.0 934.02 H:~ 1138. 36 12·2 1342.8! F-3 1525. 11 12.4 166!-. fl6 1748.34 2.b llbO. 2 2.7 H>Q6.22 12.R 15hC'.42 12.Q 1366. 77 13.0 1137 .. 17 13.I 897 ..... 
p-2 670.09 13.3 477.02 13.4 :HS.90 13.5 2l9.U4 3.6 154.55 13.7 121.08 13.fl 112 .39 13.9 1 H,-89 14.0 177.51 14.l 13~.0l 14.2 143.83 14.3 142.41 14.4 133.25 14.5 llA .no 14.b q9.,99 14. 7 tD.32 14.8 71. 76 14.9 67.62 15.0 11.11 15.1 80.24 15.2 91.63 15.3 I 01 .. 41 15.4 106.57 15.5 105.83 15.6 100.06 15. 7 '12.00 15.8 8!>.46 15.C) P4.04 16.0 A0 .?4 16. l 10:l. l 0 16.2 121.04 16.3 139.b4 16.4 l ">4.67 lb.5 163.RB 16.6 lbtt.88 lh.7 17b. 19 16.8 1 qb.94 16 .? 244.in 11.n 332.8f' 17.l 409.03 17.2 1-52.90 17.3 873.44 17.4 11oq.4c, 17.5 1332. S? U:~ llH:ti U:7 '"Ui~-29 U:! f645.9~ 17·9 1-j~o.os _.63 004.l 8.3 6. ls 18.4 574.~3 16.5 414.58 18.b 302.9-B 18.7 236.68 18.8 206.Bl 18 .9 201. 73 19.0 210.04 19. l 222 .. !lb 19.2 2:n.17 lQ .3 238.06 19.4 239.62 19.5 2JA.37 19.6 241.15 19.7 
~57.::'7 19.R zcni.84 19.9 379.21! 20.0 510.62 2('.l 00.13 20.2 '146.62 20.3 1236.24 ?0.4 1552.41 20.5 1658 .02 20.b 2120.86 20.7 2309.U2 20.8 24"3.46 2fl.,C) 23'>4.6f' 21 .(l 2292.02 21.1 2117.41 21.2 lQOQ.Bq 21.3 1673.56 :n.4 1460.87 21.5 127A.37 21.6 1130.26 21. 7 1011.51 21.R 911.96 21.«> e10.in 22.0 730.58 22.1 63R.29 22.2 545.38 22.3 455.72 22.4 373.51 22.5 301.7A 27.6 z41.•n 22.7 194.27 
22.8 l">A.4" 22.9 134.f'O 23.0 120.54 23. l 116. 71 23.2 l lQ.,QJ 23.3 126.20 23.4 131 .07 23.S l)0.55 23.6 12:,.,-3 23.7 107.95 23.A B9.89 23.9 73.61 
24.0 64.65 24. 1 67.49 24.2 84.62 24.3 I U,.17 
24.4 160.!R ~4-~ 213 .29 24.6 271 .38 24.7 330.13 24.8 . 3A~. 8 4.9 437.85 25.0 4t.q. l6 25.l 491.11 25.2 496.56 25.3 484.70 25.4 456.45 25.S 414.b7 25.~ 3bJ.qo 25.7 30Q.,QQ 25.8 259.Jq 25.Q 217.31 26.0 18A.97 2h. l 177.lQ 26.2 183.4A 2b.3 20fl.S4 
26.4 1s2.qa 26.5 3rn.oo 26.6 405.54 26.7 517.57 26.8 654.QO n,.q 815.77 21.0 994.64 21.1 llE.2. 11 27.2 -1365.87 27.'3 1532.74 27.4 1611.10 27.5 1772.97 
• 
21.~ 1P3~.(lh n.1 )6~8.37 27.6 164&.68 27.9 1004.45 28.0 173~.Q4 28.l lb39.4R ,P.1 l~lP.07 28.3 1371. OH 28.4 1201.21 28.5 1015.32 20.6 82~.J9 i~:I 042.36 28.8 483.3 2A.Q 358 .47 7Q.O 27 .1$ 225.94 2q.z 2oq.22 79.3 211.55 29.4 221. lb 29.5 ·22Q.37 29.6 232.ql 2q.1 234.59 29.8 242.19 29.9 Z65.94 30.0 314.71 30 .1 394.05 30.2 503.15 30.3 634.64 30.4 775.46 :\0.5 908.94 30.6 1017.63 30.7 lOBb.,':>O 
30.B 1105.45 30.Q 1071 .25 31 .o Q!J8.l4 31.1 867.22 31.2 774.67 31.3 579.28 31 .4 449.53 31.5 3•,1. 2 tt 
31.6 2Q!-.?0 31.7 2f9.53 31.8 333.01 31.9 422. 54 
32.0 550.15 32.! 704.38 3~.2 870.90 3i.3 1033.03 31.4 1173.21 32. 1174.13 ~ .b 1324.25 3 .1 1314.21 32.A 1244.62 32.9 1123.40 33.0 ~65.31 33. l 7ttY.26 33.2 614.73 p-3 4'58.53 P·4 332.08 33.5 240.41 33.6 1P7.~7 3.7 152 .1 fl . 3.8 141.57 33.9 141.83 
'\4.0 145.hJ 34. 1 147.99 34.2 l4o.7o 34. 3 ... 2.32 
34.4 137.05 ::-4.5 134.45 34.b 138.24 34.7 151.62 34.8 176.b7 34.Q 213.Qb 35.0 262.42 35.l 31'1.26 
35.2 3A0.14 35.3 439.21 35.4 489.81 35.5 525.19 35.6 ,;3°.02 35.7 530.91 35.6 499.65 35.9 452.9b 36.0 401.50 36.l 360.22 36.2 345.01 36.3 370.01 36.4 444.77 36.5 571.16 36.b 747.59 36.I 9!>9.60 36.8 1191.33 )t, .Q 1423 .,()3 37.0 1634.32 37. 1800.00 37.2 1925.<''5 37.3 l97Q.8b 37.4 1'167.31 n.5 l8'i0.03 37.6 1756. 70 37. 7 1500.87 37.R 1379.22 37.9 1169.09 38.0 96b.17 38.1 7fl2.50 3fl.2 t..2'5.27 36 .. 3 4Q1.12 38.4 397.13 3R.5 372. ll 38.b 271.37 36.1 241.Bb 
n:~ 234.45 ~6.9 ~50 .. 2~ i9.0 f 39.b~ 1i:; 3~1.09 43f',.t"B 9.3 18.9 Q.4 07.9 6d6.42 39.6 744.75 39.7 775.91 39.8 776.41 39.9 746.87 40.0 691.91 40. I 1>19.70 40.2 541.07 40.3, 468.42 40.4 414.16 40.5 389.04 40.6 400.19 40.7 44'1.t,7 
4().,8 5:13.51 40.9 642.05 41.0 761.24 41.l 67~.0J 41.2 900. 36 41 .. 3 1019 .':>6 41.4 1052.29 41.S 10)5.90 
41.6 984 .a 1 
~!:1 906.A5 4l.8 su.31 "}·9 707.p 42.0 602.26 502.28 4,.2 4 .44 4 .3 332. 0 
42.4 268.17 42.5 219.31 42.b lRb.98 42.7 111.15 42.A 170. 71 42.9 183.31 43.0 205.41 43.l 2)2.5) 43.2 25'l .. 72 43.3 .?f\2.11 43.4 296.53 43.S 300.7? 43.6 295.92 43.7 2f\~.87 43.0 277.40 43.9 279.46 44 .. 0 301.65 44.l 352.47 44.2 437.30 44.) S~o. 73 
44.4 705.48 44.5 nb.~5 44.t, 1042.70 44.7 l'Q7.Q6 44.A 1321.19 44.9 l3Q • 3 45.0 422.62 45.1 392.03 
45.2 1312.35 45.3 11 ?4.41 45.4 lO!>l.80 45.5 890.52 
45.6 747.25 45.7 6f'A.3Cl 4o;.a 48<>.73 45.9 397.C?l 46.0 33P.OB 46.1 314.56 46.2· 330.06 46.3 304. 58 46.4 473.94 46.!> 5A~.OP 4b.h 716.25 46.7 838.t.Q 
46 .. 8 9)9.32 46.9 1004.23 47.0 l0l5.92 47.1 100~ .. 37 47.2 9!>2.57 47.3 884.90 47.4 023.72 47.5 1rq.10 47.6 798.fl6 47.7 854.l-6 47.8 954.12 47.9 }OHO .·34 
48.0 120Q.86 46.l 1316 .. 53 4R.2 1377.40 48.3 1377.47 
48.4 1312.69 48.5 JlQO.?h 48.6 1ou •• s1 4e.I b4~·9i 
• 
48.8 661.11 48.C) 499.09 49.0 368.39 49. 27 _., 
49.2 212.82 4Q.3 180.59 49.4 16?.41 49.5 172 .06 
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This is a derivation of the equation 
















. K::: 47rs~ 0 :: 2~(2si~ 8):: 2,r( 1) (A-1) 
Combining o;;kl ::: Ma!kl and <r1,i<1 :::ha*+kb*+lc* , where M is a 
::Scale factor for the reciprocal-lattice treatment of the 
crystal lattice, and a*, b*, c* represent the reciprocal-





Since in the Isometric system a*=b*=c* and a11 interaxial. 
angles are equal to 90~ carrying out the dot product gives: 
2. 1 2 2 2 2 
~kl ::;:w-=(h+k+l )a* • 
hkl 
In the Isometric system a*--1- - 1- , so 
-d100 - a 
Substituting (A-2) into (A-1) results in 
2 2 2. ..L 
K=27r(n+k+I >2 , or for use when A-=a 
a 






for lattice type 
hkl KA value p FCC BCC PI 
1 100 6.28 6 * 2 110 8.88 12 * * 3 111 10.88 8 * * 4 200 12.57 6 * * * 5 210 14.05 24 * 6 211 15.39 24 * * 
8 220 17.77 12 * * * 9 300,221 18.85 . 30 * 
10 310 19.87 24 * * 
11 311 20.84 24 · * * 12 222 21.77 8 * * * 13 320 22.65 24 * 14 321 23.51 48 * * 
16 400 25.13 6 * * * 17 410,322 25.91 48 * 18 411.330 26.66 36 * * 
19 331 27.39 24 * * 20 420 28.10 24 * * * 21 421 28.79 48 ,.:: .. ::.; * 
• 
. 22 332 29.47 24 * * 
24 422 30.78 24 · * * * 25 500,430 31.42 30 *· 26 510,431 32.04 72 * * 27 511,333 32.65 32 * * 
29 520,432 33.84 72 * 30 521 34.41 48 * * 
32 440 35.54 12 * * * 33 522,441 36.09 48 * 34 530,433 36.64 48 * *· 35 531 37.17 48 * * 36 600,442 37.70 30 * * * 37 610 38.22 24 * 38 611,532 38.73 72 * * 
40 620 39.74 24 * * * 
41. 621,540,443 40.23 96 * 
42 541 40.72 48 * * 
43 533 41.20 24 * * 







for lattice type 
hkl KA value p FCC Bee· PI 
45 · 630,542 42.15 72 * 46 631 42.61 48 * * 
48 444 43.53 8 * * * 49 700,632 43.98 54 * 50 710,550,543 44.43 84 * * 51 711,551 44 •. 87 48 * * 52 640 45.30 24 * * * 
-53 720,641 45.74 72 * 54 721,633,552 46.17 96 * * 
56 642 47.02 48 * * * 57 722,544 47.44 48 * 58 1 , }730 47.85 24 * * 59 731,553 48.26 72 * * 
hk1= Miller indices of the reflecting plane of atoms 
.KA= 2?r(l{+k2+12 )°½-
46 
P= multiplicity factor, i.e. the relative proportion of 
planes contributing to the same reflection. The value 
of p depends on the crystal system. The values given 
here are for the Isometric system obtained from 
Cullity (p.523). If two or more reflections plot at 
the same KA value, the relative intensity is the sum 






S~ary of comput~r processing. .All runs required just over 
200 K of sustem storage. 
I, • •• • • • • •• ~ • 
Lattice Crystallite Time Number Number..: of 
type size :execution CPU of · unique (min.) (min:sec) atoms distances 
·,·pr·:; 7x7x7 2.83 0:13.96 343 67 
BCC 6x6x6 12.56 1 :04. 93 559 103 
FCC 1x1x1 0.20 0:01.20 14 6 
FCC 1x8x8 4.54 1 :00.80 434 156 
FCC 2x2x20 7.94 2:22.41 513 277 
FCC 1x4x18 10.42 2:42.13 500 342 
FCC 5x5x5 22.53 1: 36. 5a~ 666 98 
FCC 5x5x5* 2.81 1:32.57 666 98 
* This run of a 5x5x5 was with the same program as the others 
but the KA values were calculated in increments of 0.2 
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